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Many cases have been reported from the Near East in the hair of
the scalp in women, and have given rise to the suspicion of an epidemic
infection. Menahern Hodara described a bacillus as the cause, but his
findings have not been generally corroborated.
The condition is also found occasionally in the moustache hair of Aetiology
men. Erasmus Wilson ascribed the condition to injury of the hair, and
later Sabouraud insisted upon this as a cause, pointing out that the
condition could be found in the hair of shaving-brushes as the result
of the repeated action of soap combined perhaps with, bending of the
hair. Lassueur supported this view and produced the condition experi-
mentally In the moustaches of men who volunteered to wash repeatedly
with various soaps. That there is an innate delicacy of the hair rendering Sensitivity
it sensitive to Injury was proved by zAdamson. who found that If a to inJ»ry
hair from a normal person was laid upon a glass slide and struck
smartly with the edge of a paper knife either it was fractured right
across or It showed an ordinary green-stick fracture; whereas If an
apparently  sound hair from  an  affected person was  so treated it
developed the characteristic node.
The treatment is the same as that for trichoptilosis (see p. 166).	Treatment
5.-MONILITHRIX (BEADED HAIR)
609.] In this rare familial affection the hair shows constrictions of the clinical
shaft at almost equidistant intervals, and at these the medulla of the featmes
fig. 15.—Monilithrix: hair twisted and beaded
hair is usually absent. Owing to the thinning at these positions the hair
breaks and therefore does not attain Its full length. In severe cases
the fractures may occur so close to the scalp that the appearance is that
of a general alopecia, hut usually some hairs about an inch In length
remain.
The affection gives rise to a peculiar glittering appearance of the hair,
and on examination with lenses the beaded formation is obvious at Pathogeny
once (see Fig. 15). The condition is often associated with some hyper-
keratosls of the mouths of the follicles, and the constrictions have been
attributed to this. It is more probably due to a rhythmic diminution
of the activity of the hair bulb, and Adarnsoti in a personal communica-
tion pointed out that It could be imitated by giving repeated doses of
X-rays, each just insufficient to cause fall of the hair. No treatment
is known.

